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CLASSIC POLK AUDIO SPEAKERS MODEL 11T SUPER
Beautiful Oak Cabinets & Great Sound!!!

Item number: 5723927665

You are signed in

Bidding has ended for this item.
Winning bid:

US $106.00

Ended:

Oct-07-04 19:58:34
PDT

Start time:

Oct-02-04 19:58:34
PDT

History:

7 bids (US $1.00
starting bid)
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Seller information

Winning bidder:
Safe Buying Tips
Item location:

Phoenix, Arizona
United States

Ships to:

United States

Shipping costs:

Check item
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or contact seller for
details

Shipping and payment details

Description (revised)

Polk Audio 11t Speakers
These Sound Awesome & Look Great. All speakers are working perfect with no voice coil rub &
the tweeters sound great. Each cabinet has two 6 1/2" drivers, two 8" passive radiators & one
silver coil dome tweeter. The cabinets measure 39" high x 10 1/2" wide x 14" deep. They weigh 44
pounds each unpacked. I'm pretty sure they were made in the late 80's. What looks like a little
white spot on the top left speaker in one of the pictures is a camera blooper. One cabinet is
missing a tiny piece of oak veneer on the back top corner (see pic). It doesn't look bad at all.
There are 3 pegs missing that the grille frame attaches to. It stays on fine but if you were to put
two small pieces of velcro at the top, it would make it look perfect. Two of the 6 1/2" drivers have
dented dustcaps but it doesn't effect the sound. For some reason, both negative posts are broken

off in back (where you connect the speaker wire). I removed one of the red caps to see that
there is still just barely enough left of the negative posts to screw on a cap. I used an alligator clip
on them when testing. I would be keeping these if I didn't already own a pair of RTA 15TL's. I
don't have room for both. Local Pickup Welcome. Shipping the pair to New York is 78.00 which is
the highest it gets. They will be packed with great care.
Winner pays actual shipping cost.
All items are packed extremely well & sent Fedex Ground.
Money Order, Cashiers Check or bidpay.com accepted.
Sorry no Paypal.
Payment expected within 10 days after the auction ends or items will be relisted.
Thanks For Looking
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FREE Counters and Services from Andale

Questions from other buyers
Q: Got any idea what it will cost shipping wise ,ballpark at least to Oklahoma 73501
A: Hi, Thanks for the interest. Shipping the pair to 73501 would be 42.00
Ask seller a question

Shipping and payment details
Services available
Check item description and payment instructions or contact seller for details.
Will ship to United States

answered on: Oct-06-04

Seller's payment instructions & return policy
Money Order, Cashiers Check or bidpay.com Accepted. All Items Are Packed Extremely Well, Insured & Sent Fedex Ground. A
Tracking Number Is Provided When The Item Ships. All Items Are Sold As Is Other Than DOA or Misrepresented.

Payment methods accepted
Money order/Cashiers check
Other - See Payment Instructions for payment methods accepted
Learn about payment methods.
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